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THE REPLACEMENT OF ALL LIGHT BULB SYSTEMS TO ADVANCED

TECHNOLOGY LIGHT EMITTING DIODE (LED) LAMPS

The idea of this innovation is to replace all conventional incandescent

light bulb drive by "filament" to the advanced technology component named Light

Emitting Diode (LED), to generate light.

The conventional incandescent light bulb which drive by the material of

"filament" produce "great heat", high current consumption and less life-span in which

you need safer wiring and reliable circuit system to operate a conventional incandescent

light bulb because of the higher current needed.

Light Emitting Diode (LED) is an electronic component with semi

conductor chips located in the center of the bulb as shown on Figure 2 (inside a Light

Emitting Diode). The chip has two regions separated by a junction, the p region (positive

electric ions or charges) and the n region (negative electric ions or charges). The junction

acts as a barrier to the flow of electrons between the p and the n regions. Only sufficient

applied voltage to the semi-conductor chip allows current flow and the electrons to cross

the junction into the p region.

When a voltage is applied and the current start to flow, electrons in the n

region have sufficient energy to move across the junction into the p region. Once in the p

region, the electrons and the positive charges, due to the mutual coulomb forces of

attraction between opposite electric charges, "re-combine". Each time an electron

recombines with a positive charge; electric potential energy converts into electromagnetic

energy. For each recombination of a negative and a positive charge, a quantum of

electromagnetic energy emits in the form of a photon of light with a frequency

characteristic of the semi-conductor material.



Light emitted from a Light Emitting Diode (LED) is in very narrow

spectrum of light. It also generated minimal heat, low current ponsumption, and longer

life-span.

The innovation will now be described in detail by way of illustration, in

which:-

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a single piece of Light Emitting Diode

(LED)

Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the inside view of a Light Emitting Diode

(LED)

Fig. 3 is a perspective view of an example of some Light Emitting Diode

(LED) in its independent housing.

Fig.4 is a perspective view of a standard "Filament" Light Bulb



CLAIMS

1. A means to replace all the conventional light bulbs/lamps, ordinary

electric light bulb/lamps, the Incandescent light bulbs/lamps, Halogen light bulbs/lamps ,

the Fluorescent light bulbs/lamps and the Neon light bulb/lamps by the advanced

technology Light-emitting Diode (LED) whereby to remain the existing lamp holder,

socket and mounting or to modify accordingly to fit the replacement purposes.

2. A means as claimed in Claim 1, wherein the means adapted and covered

all sizes, all types, all formats, all versions, all colours, all different grades of Light

Emitting Diode (LED).

3. A means as claimed in Claims 1 and 2, wherein the means adapted and

covered any quantity and any design arrangement of the Light-emitting Diode (LED)

bulbs to be use.

4. A means as claimed in Claims 1, 2 and 3, wherein the means adapted and

replaced off the existing motor vehicle's interior lamps and lighting system, inclusive of

rear-view mirror, front dashboard, lamp above and in between the driver seat and front

passenger seat, the third-brake-light system behind the rear seat.

5. A means as claimed in Claims 1, 2 and 3, wherein the means adapted and

replaced off the existing motor vehicle's lamps and light bulb, inclusive of headlamp -

high and low beam, tail lamp /rear lamp, signal lamp in front and rear, brake lamp,

reversed lamp, wheel's lamp, windshield washer lamp, and emergency lamp.

6. A means as claimed in Claims 4 and 5, wherein the means adapted to all

motor vehicles inclusive of sedan car, pick-up, jeep, 4-wheel drive, MPV, Van, Track,

Trailer, Lorry, Sport car, Buses, Motorcycles, and all others road transport wherein using

1, 2 , 3, 4, 6 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20 wheels



7. A means as claimed in Claims 4,5 and 6, wherein the means adapted and

built-into a brand-new designed housing as an independent frame case and to serve for

the same purposes.

8. A means as claimed in Claims 1, 2 and 3, wherein the means adapted and

replaced off the existing lamp (bulb) of the torch light, flashlight, headlamps, hand light,

spot light, touch light, security light, emergency light and those of the same kinds by

Light-emitting Diode (LED) light bulbs.

9. A means as claimed in Claim 8 wherein the means adapted and built-into a

brand-new designed housing in an independent frame case and to serve for the same

purposes.

10. A means as claimed in Claims 1, 2 and 3, wherein the means adapted and

replaced off the existing home and office lamps, wall-lamps, ceiling-lamps, decorative

lamps, floor lamps, table lamps, reading lamps, foldable lamps, landscape lamps and

outdoor wall lamps.

11. A means as claimed in Claim 10 wherein the means adapted and built-into

a brand-new designed housing in an independent frame case and to serve for the same

purposes.

12. A means as claimed in Claims 1, 2 and 3, wherein the means adapted and

replaced off the existing or/and built-into a brand-new designed outdoor street-lamp,

flood-lamp, bus and taxi station's lamp, bus and taxi stop's lamp by the road side,

outdoor advertising signage, and to an independent stand alone lamp (light) for outdoor

used.

13. A means as claimed in Claim 12 wherein the means adapted and built-into

a brand-new designed housing in an independent frame case and to serve for the same

purposes.



14. A means as claimed in Claims 1, 2 and 3, wherein the means adapted and

replaced off the existing traffic light and traffic light bulbs, inclusive of traffic turning

indicator light, traffic count-down timer lamp, pedestrian traffic panel, message panel for

displaying animated advertisements, and traffic light that modified to display scheme

according to a special motif.

15. A means as claimed in Claim 14 wherein the means adapted and built-into

a brand-new designed housing in an independent frame case and to serve for the same

purposes.

16. A means as claimed in Claims 1, 2 and 3, wherein the means adapted and

replaced off the existing lamps to use in the interior and the exterior of a lighthouse, the

head light of a lighthouse.

17. A means as claimed in Claim 16 wherein the means adapted and built-into

a brand-new designed housing in an independent frame case and to serve for the same

purposes.

18 A means as claimed in Claims 1, 2 and 3, wherein the means adapted and

replaced off the existing all lamps and light bulbs used in the interior and the exterior of

a train, the head and rear lamp (lights) of a train.

19. A means as claimed in Claim 18 wherein the means adapted and built-into

a brand-new designed housing in an independent frame case and to serve for the same

purposes.

20. A means as claimed in Claims 1, 2 and 3, wherein the means adapted and

replaced off the existing lamps (light bulbs) to use in the interior and the exterior of a

ship and the spot light of a ship.



21. A means as claimed in Claim 20 wherein the means adapted and built-into

a brand-new designed housing in an independent frame case and to serve for the same

purposes.

22. A means as claimed in Claims 1, 2 and 3, wherein the means adapted and

replaced off the existing lamp and light bulb hi ventilation fan, oscillation fan, ceiling

mounted fan, box fan (a fan in a plastic or metal frame case), wall mounted fan, table fan,

stand fan, suction fan, blowing fan, axial flow fan, centrifugal fan, roof ventilation fan,

in-line dust fan, and in-line tube fan.

23. A means as claimed in Claims 1, 2, 3 and 22 wherein the means adapted

and built-into a brand-new designed ventilation fan, oscillation fan, ceiling mounted fan,

box fan (a fan hi a plastic or metal frame case), wall mounted fan, table fan, stand fan,

suction fan, blowing fan, axial flow fan, centrifugal fan, roof ventilation fan, in-line dust

fan, and in-line tube fan.

24. A means as claimed in Claims 1, 2 and 3, wherein the means adapted and

replaced off the existing lamp of the outdoor and indoor advertising signage, the sources

or points of electrical light in means of independent unit as well wall mounted unit and

ceiling mounted unit whereby the means operate and energize by the Access Current

(AC), Direct Current (DC) and Solar Energy System.

25. A means as claimed in Claim 24 wherein the means adapted and built-into

a brand-new designed housing hi an independent frame case and to serve for the same

purposes.

26. A means as claimed hi Claims 1, 2 and 3, wherein the means adapted and

replaced off the existing lamps that operated and energized by the Access Current (AC),

Direct Current (DC) and Solar Energy System.



27. A means as claimed in Claims 1, 2, and 3, wherein the means adapted and

built-into a brand-new designed housing in an independent frame case that operated and

energized by the Access Current (AC), Direct Current (DC) and Solar Energy System.
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